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CDC says respiratory viruses

may continue to spread for

weeks, ‘possibly even

months': report

Tue, December 20, 2022 at 11:16 AM EST · 2 min read

As respiratory viruses continue to spread, the

"tripledemic" is causing infections to spike across

the country and putting strain on the nation's

health workers.

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention

(CDC) is warning Americans that the high level of

multiple respiratory illnesses could linger for a

while.
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"We anticipate that high levels of respiratory

virus activity may continue for several more

weeks, or possibly even months," a spokesperson

with the CDC warned, according to Fox 5 D.C.

In a telebriefing at the beginning of the month,

CDC Director Dr. Rochelle Walensky said levels of

flu-like illness were higher than generally seen

during this time of the year, although noting that

there were signs that respiratory syncytial virus

(RSV) had peaked in some areas.

COVID-RELATED HOSPITALIZATIONS

INCREASING AMONG US SENIORS

"While this is encouraging, respiratory viruses

continue to spread at high levels nationwide," she

said. "And, even in areas where RSV may be

decreasing, our hospital systems continue to be

stressed with high numbers of patients with other

respiratory illnesses."

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention Director Dr. Rochelle

Walensky testifies during a Senate hearing .

READ ON THE FOX NEWS APP

Walensky encouraged people to take

preventative actions, wear a mask and get flu

and COVID-19 vaccines.

Many of the viruses circulating have similar

symptoms and the CDC stressed the importance

of testing to determine treatment.

RSV usually causes mild, cold-like symptoms, with

older adults and infants and young children at a

higher risk, according to the CDC. However, fever

is also on the list.
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'GREAT CONCERN': INVASIVE GROUP A STREP

CASES SPIKING IN PARTS OF US — CDC IS

INVESTIGATING

The agency said that the flu can cause mild-to-

severe illness, and at times can lead to death.

The symptoms of the flu include a fever and a

stuffy nose. Flu season kicked off earlier this year.

COVID-19 has similar symptoms, including a fever

and a sore throat or cough, with older adults and

people with underlying medical conditions at

higher risk for severe illness.

An electron micrograph reveals the morphologic traits of the

respiratory syncytial virus (RSV).

"You cannot tell the difference between flu and

COVID-19 by symptoms alone because some of

the symptoms are the same," the CDC says on its

website.

CLICK HERE TO GET THE FOX NEWS APP

This sickly viral cocktail has left health care

workers scrambling. Hospitals in states across the

country have reported patient surges and some

officials have issued emergency orders.
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Chris
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I wondered how they would explain off the vaccinated having their immune system’s destroyed!
  Aha,  make up a new ailment 

Reply · 37 · Share
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Tall-NH
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Just 2 more weeks... to flatten the curve. Promise.

Reply · 31 · Share

4 replies

SEACRETS
18 hours ago

Incompetence would be bad enough. Truth is the government lied about the origins of covid, the US
covid experimentation, the effectiveness of masks, an arbitrary 6’ safety barrier fabricated out of t
bending the curve, safe and effective vaccines, ivermectin, natural immunity, herd immunity, vaccin
to prevent infection and spread, 
adverse health results on vaccinated, prevention, treatment options, ventilator risks, blood clots, h
damage, heart attacks, immune system damage, stroke, stillbirths, infant deaths, blood transfusion
those vaccinated, unexplained deaths. Swiss study recently reported every vaccinated person teste
suffered some form of heart damage or disease. 
Now reports have come out about vision problems and blindness in vaccinated patients. The delibe
preventing of information contrary to the government/Pfizer line through social media, FBI, DOJ an
Whitehouse propaganda efforts. 
Now the deliberate lies continue. More vaccines that will never bring covid to an end. Amazes me ju
strong the denial 
effort is in people who were lied to and refuse to even consider being vaccinated was a serious mist
Fauci spent taxpayer dollars to do covid experimentation with the Chinese.
Then he promises to lead you out of the pandemic he helped create.  

Reply · 17 2 · Share

dontshaveitbaby
19 hours ago

Denmark does not allow people under 50 to get mRNA injections unless they have pre existing con
because they have analyzed data to conclude the great magnitude of drawbacks compared to bene
DeSantis)

Reply · 8 · Share

1 reply

Mike
19 hours ago

I've been hit with a couple of these viruses, had sore throat two days and slept a little longer but m
uncompromised immune system has me forgetting I was ever sick after 48 hours. All natural and it 
my immunity for the next one. That's just my story and many others also.
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michael
20 hours ago

  Center for Deceit and Corruption got it. Yeah I care what they say.
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john
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How about respiratory virus' will spread forever....
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Jonathan
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The Biden Administration is failing to handle this health crisis.  

Reply · 16 · Share

1 reply

Matt
7 hours ago

How come Yahoo has never done any investigative reporting showing the revolving door connectio
CDC directors and their previous connections/employment with big pharma corporations?
Many of those who previously worked for CDC find convenient and lucrative employment positions
pharma companies afterwards, or vice versa. 

Reply · 3 · Share

1 reply

Witstur
20 hours ago

Fear porn. They forgot some verbiage in the title, let me help. "CDC says respiratory viruses may co
spread for weeks, ‘possibly even months' just like it has for the last 2000 years-report". 
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RRG4 (Liberty Gain of Function)
19 hours ago

CDC: "Trust us, we know what we're talking about"
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dontshaveitbaby
18 hours ago

Data collected by New York Times/Difference between 2 variables..1) Top 10 vaccine uptake states a
Bottom 10 vaccine uptake states.  Graph shows 34% increase in covid deaths per 100,000 persons 
"most" vaccinated. 
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Da Iron Lung
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This must mean they plan to keep spraying these toxic chemicals in the atmosphere huh
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K
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Hmmm... a vaccine that messes with the immune system is protecting us against other respiratory 
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Its winter so of coiurse its flu and cold season.  Stop with the fear
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Chad
18 hours ago

The CDC is a corrupt political organization. All the trust is gone and a complete top to bottom hous
is only the first thing that needs to happen.

(Edited)
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Be mad Bro
12 hours ago

Why does the CDC think they are reinventing the wheel here? It's cold and flu season. It happens ev
More people inside. More people on top of each other. Certain virus's thrive in these cold environm
has always been this way. It's probably a little worse because of how many people locked down for 
tanked their immune systems from lack of exposure to every day viruses. But life will go on. 

Reply · 1 · Share

Simon T
9 hours ago

They also may not, Walensky has no clue, she just says what she is told. Did you see her testify to C
while back, it was embarrassing. 

Reply · 3 · Share
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Sue
2 hours ago

If people will stay home when they are sick would stop the spread.  But they take Nyquil and go out
Businesses also encourage people to come to work.  They do not want their employees to take off.  

Reply · 1 · Share
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Kevin
18 hours ago

Literally every day we get a word salad report to describe what we used to call “ sick”. I guarantee t
Covid, (10-15 years ago even) if you were to look at sickness and severity in a one month study you 
the same number and severity in illness as you do now. The hospitals were not overrun because peo
dealt with it. Now everyone runs for the ER with a 99 temp and reading the latest “news” about a co
other day there was a news broadcast that dramatically announced more Strep cases that could be
Another follow up reporter had to emphasize after that it was extremely rare for it to be fatal. Cov
draconian and mislead “solutions” have created a generation of hypochondriacs and weaklings. You
achieve strong immune systems by running and hiding every time a report like this comes out. Why
bother with this garbage?

(Edited)
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All Illness and Injury Across Department of Defense...2019-37,032---2020-110,958---2021-152,375---20
205,651....Report able Events.....Jabs started in military in January of 2021
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CBS News Videos

"Tripledemic" health concerns spread ahead of

the holidays
Health officials are concerned about the threat posed by a

"tripledemic" as hospitals fill up with cases of flu, COVID-19

and the respiratory virus RSV. Dr. Mati Hlatshwayo Davis,…

8 hours ago

How can you trust anything the CDC says, they lied so much,I would not trust them to recommend 

Reply · 4 · Share

dontshaveitbaby
19 hours ago

2% or less of American's are considering or taking jabs

Reply · 3 · Share

EternalTruth
8 hours ago

Poll: do you trust the CDC.....lol

Reply · 5 · Share

animal26
9 hours ago

Nobody should trust the words of a notorious liar like her. She's twisted and evil and has used prop
against the American people the past 2 years. She should face justice for the immorality she and m
around the world have committed and done. Sad thing is, monsters like her will get away with it.  

Reply · 4 · Share

Russ
19 hours ago

Thank goodness it's only gonna be a few more weeks or months.  Cause the past few millions of yea
been brutal.....

Reply · 2 · Share
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CBS News Videos

"Tripledemic" severely strains children's hospitals
Pediatric hospitals are in crisis mode due to a wave of

respiratory illness. The U.S. Centers for Disease Control and

Prevention said 45 states are reporting  "high" or "very…

Yahoo Finance

COVID: Bivalent booster shots were ‘tremendous’
in lowering hospitalization rates, doctor says
Despite the uptick in COVID cases, one NYC-based

physician is optimistic about how the U.S. will fare

throughout the winter, thanks to the development of…

INSIDER

Biden's big pandemic st imulus bill is helping get

more than 100,000  homeless people into

h i b h d f hThe Biden administration announced a plan to cut

homelessness by 25% in two years, as inflation and spiking

rents price people out of their homes.

Raleigh News and Observer

Should we mask up over the holidays to avoid

COVID, flu, RSV? A UNC doctor ’s advice
We talked to the medical director of UNC’s Department of

Infection Prevention to get answers.

Charlot te Observer

Parents of  missing 11-year-old NC girl have bonds

set + Wells Fargo to pay $3.7B as part of

lHey, everyone! Drew here.

Fort une

Why do you have a sore throat when you wake up

in the morning? Experts say it ’s not always COVID

flIt’s possible that allerg ies, acid reflux, or the lack of

humidity in your bedroom are to blame.

WSOC

FBI, police search for 11-year-old; mom, stepdad

accused of  not reporting disappearance
The FBI is helping  the Cornelius Police Department with its

search for an 11-year-old g irl who was last seen on Nov. 23

at her home, according  to police. Her mom and stepfathe…

Fort une

It ’s not just you. Everyone really is sick this holiday season as the U.S. battles a ‘worst

in a decade’ flu and rising COVID cases
The winter COVID surge is only part of the problem, as the U.S. confronts a flu for the record books

and a fierce resurgence of RSV, among other infections.
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Market Watch

China predicts

COVID

‘ l ’In the U.S., COVID

hospitalizations

are rising , and…

Fox News

Bible verse of  the day: Christ ian leaders have a

'mandate' to 'feed the church spiritually' with

W d f G dEphesians 4 :11-13 in the Bible explores the g ifts from God

that help leaders grow the church on Earth. Chicago-area

pastor Critian Ionesco explains the verse and how Christ…

T he Columbus Dispatch

Downtown high-rise, former school to become

apartments
Two Columbus renovation projects — a Gay Street high-

rise and the former Starling  Middle School — received state

tax breaks Tuesday.

Market Watch

T he new rules of  aging well involve small but

mighty daily decisions
An uncomplicated but informed view on healthy ag ing  from

a widely recognized integrative medicine trailblazer.

Redding Record Searchlight

Humboldt earthquake alert warned 3M people in

California, Oregon
Some received the alert seconds before they felt Tuesday's

earthquake off the coast of Humboldt County.

Reuters

End of  Japan COVID curbs triggers surge in

visitors to near 1 million in November
TOKYO (Reuters) -Visitor arrivals to Japan jumped to nearly

1 million in November, the first full month after the country

scrapped COVID-19 curbs that effectively halted tourism…

T he Hill

CVS, Walgreens limit ing sales of  child pain

medication amid high demand
CVS and Walgreens are limiting  the amount of child pain

medication that customers can buy at once amid high

demand and an increasing  number of cases of multiple…

TODAY

Idaho slayings: Police say t ips have reached 10K mark, but a suspect is st ill not

identified
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A lawyer representing  the family of Kaylee Goncalves, one

of four University of Idaho students killed, questions if

police are equipped to solve the homicides.

Next Shark

COVID cases

skyrocket in

ChiHospitals and

crematoriums are

overwhelmed…

INSIDER

Tesla stock has plunged nearly 70% f rom its

peak. 'Big Short ' investor Michael Burry called the

hBurry declared Tesla stock was in a bubble at the end of

2020, and warned it could plunge 80% or 90% in

November 2021, when the stock peaked.

USA TODAY Sport s

4-Down Territory: Bad offi ciating , dumbest plays,
Jalen Hurts — system QB? (no), Vikings’

In this week's 4 -Down Territory, Doug  Farrar and Luke

Easterling  discuss bad officiating , really dumb plays,

whether Jalen Hurts is a "system QB ," and the Vikings.
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